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The opposing parties in the lawsuit to be heard in the proceedings at 
the State Administrative Court in Schleswig on 22 November are the 
Schleswig-Holstein Minister of the Interior Helmut Lemke, known as 
von Soltenitz, and Hertha Oberheuser, who carried out concentration 
camp experiments and is now practicing as a doctor in Stocksee near 
Kiel. 
 However, the case in Schleswig is not against the doctor with 
such a weight on her conscience, but against the unblemished 
Lemke. 
 This reversal of fortunes has arisen as a result of Lemke’s 
undertaking, by virtue of his office as her employer, to strike 
Oberheuser, who was proven to have forcibly shortened the lives of 
both German and foreign concentration camp inmates, off the 
doctors’ register. 
  This measure would have to appear all the more unusual in 
the federal state of Schleswig-Holstein, particularly infested with Nazi 
doctor scandals, given that, for example, another Christian Democrat 
minister, Edo Osterloh, only recently took a completely different 
attitude towards a medical practitioner tainted with similar abuses to 
Oberheuser: Culture Minister Osterloh had no hesitation in rallying 
behind the Kiel Euthanasia-Professor Catel and spoke out in favour of 
him remaining in office (SPIEGEL 35/1960). 
 While Osterloh’s partisanship in favour of a man who 
despised what the Nazis considered to be unworthy life has gone 
unchallenged, Lemke’s ministerial thunderbolt against a former 
concentration camp doctor has exposed him to not inconsiderable 
difficulties. 
 Lemke had to accept that his withdrawal of a license to 

practise medicine, made as far back as August 1958, was immediately suspended as a result of an 
administrative complaint made by Oberheuser against the Ministry represented by Lemke. 
Although for its part, the relevant state administrative court in Schleswig briskly requested Lemke’s 
Ministry “to advance a counterstatement within 14 days,” this unusually rapid court action was 
clearly not aimed at also settling the matter promptly. 
 Whereas that same court took only weeks to come to the preliminary decision that Dr 
Schlegelberger, who served as Justice Minister in the Third Reich, and Dr Lautz, Hitler’s Chief Reich 
Attorney, were legally entitled to pensions, it took two years just to fix a date for a decision in the 
Oberheuser matter. 



 

 

 
 

And for all that, there are very few legal difficulties with this case: 
Minister Lemke can refer to the 1935 Reich Code of Medical 
Practice, which is still in force. Paragraph 5 states, among other 
things, that: “Licence to practise is to be revoked… if it is proved 
by serious criminal or moral misconduct on the part of the doctor 
that he is unsuitable or insufficiently reliable to pursue a medical 
career.” 
 Minister Lemke could have assumed that the precondition 
set out in law for revoking licence to practise had been met even 
had he not – by pure coincidence – happened to be an 
administrative lawyer: Dr Oberheuser’s past life as a doctor 
speaks for itself. 
 This doctor was hired in 1940 – then aged 29 – in answer 
to a newspaper advertisement for a medical post at the women’s 
concentration camp of Ravensbrück, where so-called 
sulphonamide, bone transplant and phlegmon experiments were 
carried out under the leadership of SS Obergruppenführer and 
Professor Dr Karl Gebhardt 

Sulphonamides are now used to fight bacterial infections. 
To test the effectiveness of this remedy, the thighs of female 
prisoners in Ravensbrück were slit open and not only pertinent 
bacterial cultures but also splinters of wood and shards of glass 
inserted into the wounds. 

For each series of experiments, six to ten young girls were 
sought out, most of whom were Polish – and as Professor Dr 
Eugen Kogon stated in his study of the SS state, “generally the 
prettiest”. “Some of the victims were given no further treatment, 
purely so that the progress of the disease could be studied. These 
died in terrible pain.” 

The procedure was similar for the phlegmon experiments: 
the phlegmons – inflammations of cellular tissue – were artificially 
induced, “in order to study the after-effects of severe, untreated 
bullet wounds”. They also grew gas gangrene cultures for which 
dirt was introduced into the wounds –to “reproduce” the 
contamination of wounds in the trenches. 

It was determined at Allied Military Court I in Nuremberg 
in 1947 that Dr Oberheuser took an active part in all these tests. A 
surviving Polish witness, Wladislawa Karolewska, testified after 
the war that: “While I lay in the hospital (at Ravensbrück), Dr 
Oberheuser treated me in the most appalling way.” 

And a German witness, Mrs Anna Heil of Frankfurt, who 
had heard of the violent death of her sister at Ravensbrück 
reported that “I went to Dr Oberheuser and - standing to 
attention as required - asked her whether she, who had after all 
been the last person to see my sister, didn’t have anything to tell 
me. Oberheuser had a fit of rage. She kicked me in the face and 
then the stomach and screamed: ‘She’s gone! Because she was 
just a useless mouth to feed, one we didn’t need!” 



 

 

 

Source: Article on the case of Dr Herta Oberheuser in the 1950s, in: Der SPIEGEL 46, 9 November 1960. 

  



 

 

Dr Oberheuser played a no less inhuman role in the bone regeneration and 

transplantation trials, described in the Nuremberg protocols as following: “On the operating 

table, the (healthy) legs (of a prisoner) were smashed in several places with a hammer and 

then later reset with or without clamps.” 

Dr Oberheuser received inmates who survived such torture alive for a special after 

treatment. One of the earlier camp doctors at Ravensbrück, a Dr Rosenthal, testified at 

Nuremberg: “I saw Dr Oberheuser give prisoners benzene injections on several occasions… 

The effect was the image of an acute cardiac death, the patients writhed, then suddenly 

collapsed. It took between three and five minutes from the introduction of the syringe until 

death. The patients were fully conscious until the last moment.” 

The Military Court sentenced Dr Oberheuser, who acted either as “the main 

perpetrator or accomplice” in individual experiments, to twenty years’ imprisonment. She 

did not have to serve this term in full, however. She was released as early as 1952 from 

Landsberg prison, where Hitler was once also incarcerated. 

 
Caption: Camp Doctor Oberheuser (1947): Benzene as an after-treatment. 

 The path to a new life was easier for Dr Hertha Oberheuser than is generally the case for 

ex-convicts. A letter from the Federal Ministry of Employment recognised her as a late 

returnee [from a prisoner of war camp] and recommended her for preferential career 

advancement. With this paper in hand, Oberheuser found a friendly reception as a doctor at 

the Evangelical Johannite Sanitarium in Plön, where she would probably still be active if, in 

1956, Kiel Chief Prosecutor Rosga had not opened a new preliminary investigation into the 

doctor because there was a suspicion of further criminal offences for which she had not been 

sentenced in Nuremberg. 

 



 

 

Source: http://learning-from-history.de/Online-
Lernen/Online-Module/all  
Module: The Doctors’ Trial in Nuremberg 

 
 

 The investigation ended, however, with a finding by the Higher Regional Court in 

Schleswig that the criminal proceedings against Dr Oberheuser had been “barred” by the 

“legally concluded lawsuit” in Nuremberg. 

 Thus, on the one hand, the way was now clear for Dr Oberheuser to set up a private 

practice in idyllic Stocksee, and, on the other, for the Schleswig-Holstein Ministry of the 

Interior to immediately close it again. 

 This was because the Ministry of the Interior had previously believed it was not 

authorised to take such action because there was, in fact, no formal judgement in existence 

against Oberheuser. For some inexplicable reason, the files on Oberheuser from Nuremberg 

had never been transferred to a German judicial office – thus there was no listing of the 

imposed sanction in any German penal record. Now, however, the Higher Regional Court in 

Schleswig had spoken of a “legally concluded lawsuit” – Oberheuser’s past could hardly be 

ignored, even in Kiel. 

 When in 1958, the British Medical Association (in London) requested information on the 

Oberheuser case from the relevant German authorities and such newspapers as the Daily 

Express, Manchester Guardian and New York Herald Tribune picked up on the public protest 

of English doctors against Oberheuser continuing to practise as a doctor, Helmut Lemke, 

known as von Soltenitz, now considered it quite safe to strike her off. Until this point, the 

only barrier impeding the doctor’s career had been a lack of access to medical insurance 

companies – her practice was still flourishing. 

 Even this show of ministerial strength has had no disadvantageous consequences for the 

doctor to date. With good advice from two lawyers, she knows that every action to nullify 

the revoking of her licence will have a delaying effect. 

 Given that the initial court case (in Schleswig) has in itself already taken two years, she 

has no need to be worried for the immediate future at least, even if her complaint against 

Lemke is provisionally dismissed, because she can still bring her case before the Higher 

Administrative Court in Lüneberg – responsible for Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein - 

and the Federal Administrative Court in Berlin. 

 For the rest, the dauntless litigant has informed the Schleswig State Administrative Court 

that she does not recognise the so-called Settlement Convention, the “Convention on the 

Settlement of Matters Arising out of the War and the Occupation” of 26 May 1952, “either in 

content or in purport”. It is only through that Settlement Convention that German courts are 

required to recognise Allied verdicts.* 

 As clarification of the awkward question of whether this agreement between the Federal 

Republic and the earlier western occupying powers is applicable law will in turn quite 

possibly occupy entire colleges of judges for years, Miss Oberheuser may have high hopes of 

being henceforth considered as much of an unknown quantity as her criminal record. 

 

 


